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NAAC (National Assessment and accreditation council
Student Satisfaction Survey

Teaching – Learning and Evaluation
Academic Year 2021-22

SrNo
Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning 

experience in your institution.

1 More reference on practical performing example
2 No suggestions

3
More conversation between teachers & students is needed.
More facilities should make available in labs , classrooms.

4
To add more equipments for laboratory practicals,
Adding studies related to more field visit. 

5 No 
6 Microbiology lab should be developed more 

7

Be kind to students and understand their situation cause it is the only thing which will help the 
system to become a good education system after all the teaching methods are good and the 
practical labs are also good but ventilation system is much needed in microbiology practical 

 lab 
8 Practical’s knowledge need to be given more

9

Air conditioning in Microbiology labs since it's really small and windows cannot be opened due 
to contamination issues which causes the lab to be claustrophobic. And usually all students as 
we as teachers suffer because of that

10
Adapt different learning styles of students, such as visual, aural, social, and physical to teach.

11

1. The teachers should make some effort in getting to know the strengths and weakness of a 
child and assign task based on it.
2. The teachers should not just read out loud the excerpt they trying to teach, they should 
explain it  and not translate it.
3. The institute can develop some interactive programs so that kids could enthusiastically 
enroll in .

12 Everything is fine
13 _ 

14

1. College office should give fast responses to students issues
2. Virtual teaching should be preferred more
3. Coordination should be there among teachers so that students could be well informed about 
activities holidays etc

15 They should add more field visits.
16 No.
17 Na

18

1. Teachers should be more emotionally engrossed in teaching and should understand 
student's perspective.
2. Air conditioner should be installed in Microbiology laboratory as it is very difficult to work in 
a closed environment without any type of ventilation.
3. Except for Botany department, other teachers should actively and genuinely be interested in 
student's learning pattern and should inculcate soft skills in themselves.

19
The Teachers should not only focus on Topper students but also on weak Students and 
should encourage them as well to show up their self in order to grow

20 I think offline classes are much more effective than online
21 proper vantilation is requires in clg lab.
22 No
23 The institution should be more considerate about students. 
24 To conduct monthly seminar on topics related to soft skill. 
25 Really very satisfied with the facilities
26 Improve ventilation in labs
27 Nothing all good
28 Nothing
29 .
30 No suggestions. 
31 To encourage students to participate in more activities 



32
Teachers should not get angry towards students by any short reason give a chance to explain 
and then go for it

33
1. Availability of books for students.
2. Increasing laboratory facilities like glasswares.
3. Increase use of ICT tools for teaching and learning process.

34
All though my sathaye college instiution is best in their own way all teachers are best and 
understanding so need of any changes

35 Plzzz change the Watchmen
36 Nothing 

37
1. The use of ICT tools must be increased. 
2. Better approach towards teaching should be taken.
3. Students should be encouraged more.

38 No suggestions as everything is perfect 
39 E
40 👍👍👍
41 Nothing to change
42 Very nice

43
1)Enhance use of ICT tools
2)Student centric methods- eg.problem solving methodologies
3) Increasing field visit opportunities

44 no suggestions
45 They should speed up with there work
46 All are good 
47 It was a great experience.....i got to knew about my skills and my strength about the studies 
48 Nothing all fine 

49
Teacher should behave polity with students
Activities should improve in classes

50 More learning movies 
51 Teaching is very best
52 Not at all
53 Good

54
Weekly test
Revision

55 . 
56 Use of more ict tools / interactive learning like group discussion. 

57

1) There should be increase in no .of group discussions . 
2)The current syllabus should be thought w.r.t to current application in the world and not to 
syllabus centric .
3) Research studies should be actively encouraged .
(The above things should not be  limited to the paper but also in practical )

58 Nothing 
59 .
60 NA
61 Good

62
There should be more practical, discussion, and educate students about the real life problems. 
Educate us about employments and something other than books, find ways of teaching more 
creatively. Lectures should be more interactive.

63 Explain it in easy way
64 .
65 Very good experience 
66 None
67 ICT Tools should be used more often
68 Very bad

69
To take extra lectures for hardcore subjects. 
Give chance to every student for doing practicals alone so that is helpful for them in exams.
Give question banks and writing practice to students. 

70
The teaching process is very thorough. The teachers also guide about extracurricular activities 
as well as about the future opportunities in the field. 

71 Nothing else 



72
1.Teachers should understand students rather than shouting them.
2.For Science subject there should be short term training programs,course or internships 
which should be industry oriented.

73
it was truly good and effective
it was over all satisfying 

 efforts made by teachers to explain the concepts were good 
74 Teacher are always good in everything no requirement of improve 
75 Not sure
76 Make teaching a two way interaction , interact with every student
77 Please place Air conditioner in practical laboratories.
78 Practical hands on practice and nothing
79 Need more subjects for MA
80 Overall it's good
81 There is no doubt about the teachers they are well versed with everything . 
82 I have nothing to tell
83 Increase lectures
84 .

85
Listen to students' queries and even if it is silly don't judge or say something that will harm 
students mentally

86
More practical knowledge
Effective learning method

87
implement msc stats 
offline computer cources 
corporate iv's

88
Teachers explain every concept deeply
Teachers are encouraged us to participate in cultural activities
Teachers are encouraged us to participate in different competitive exams .

89
1. Domain related industry knowledge
2. Inculcation of programming languages in syllabus. 
3. Application based teaching than only t theorems and proofs

90 Nothing as such 

91
1 hands on practical work 
2 help for internship and placements
3 guidence for master program related to field 

92
1. Laboratories with functional equipment
2. More experiential learning and explanation in lab courses
3. More challenging syllabus

93 No suggestions
94 .
95 No suggestions

96
More expirenced teachers may be helpfull

97 Nothing suggestions
98 There isn't any suggestion. 

99
When teaches new concept please take first easy question so we can clear the  concept. If 
possible, teach on projector which  easy to understand that topic . Teachers teach very well 
and Thank you for all teachers.

100 .
101 --
102 No suggestions 
103 Learning experience is very satisfactory and beneficial to us.
104 Nothing 
105 .
106 Nothing 
107 Better interaction
108 None
109 Do some activity based learning 

110

1)TEACHERS CAN LINEANT SOMETIMES, ESPECIALLY CONSIDERING THE PANDEMIC 
WAS ON AND STUDENTS DID STRUGGLE TO ATTEND LECTURE DUE TO "GENUINE 
REASONS" .
 2)POST EXAMS IF STUDENTS NEED GUIDANCE AND STUDENTS ASK FOR IT THEN 
THE TEACHER SHOULD REVERT BACK



111 Interaction between teachers and students can be more. 
112 No

113
Making students industry ready can be looked upon by giving more projects and presentations

114 No
115 No Suggestions.
116 No suggestions 

117
1. Take practice tests weekly
2. Interact with the last benchers students
3. Make a budy system to do clg activity

118 Nothing
119 They should teach more practical problems than bookish knowledge
120 Good

121
1)take time  in teaching 
2) take weekly test 
3) BE freely with students

122 No
123 No Needed all are perfect 
124 No

125
I am no one to tell this and I don't think that they are not good in teaching, they are qualified 
teachers they don't need any improvement in teaching till I think so ....

126
Make concept easy to understand for the student. Also Institution is provided good teaching to 
the students 

127 No suggestions
128 None in specifics everything is good so far

129

Teaching here is overall very good but there are few things that could've been much better.My 
learing experience here in semester 2 was actually good.
1.) Firstly if the class is more interactive,students enjoy attending lectures (from a students 
point of view).
2.) Sometimes some teachers depend too much ICT devices that make the students not 
understand the concept very well.
3.) Extracurricular activities related to the concept which makes the teaching more practical 
helps student understand the topic. 
Apart from that personally speaking I really enjoy the teaching because I can understand and 
grasp well ! 

130 They are at their best always 
131 Very good

132
No suggestions, my institute and professors are very good at their Job and they help us a lot 
not only in studies but also many of the extra curricular activities.

133
Only few classes have smart board so it should be extended to many classes so learning 
experience would be more good. 

134 Target wise study 
135 Connect with students individually 
136 Everything is up to the mark
137 Evrything is perfect
138 Its  good for arts 
139 NA
140 .
141 Nothing 
142 they all are good
143 Good
144 No. All teachers teaching very well
145 Positive communication
146 Teach properly
147 Overall good
148 Very good
149 We want a job drive
150 Good
151 Teachers teaches very well
152 It learning was to good 



153

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Better graphics and colors 
arouse the interest and desire to learn among students. ...Try to reach every student and ask 
for their doubts. ...
Make teaching a two way interaction.

154 It was all good..
155 First thing this is best college for learning
156 Very nice
157 Explain concepts thoroughly
158 I understand how he teach no suggestions was there
159 Good.

160
1-Teachers should use more examples for the particular topic.
2-they should teach and treat equally to their student.
3-Practicle method should use more 

161
Updating about job placements
Arranging and making available more cirlicular activites
Not to charge any type of money from the students for their program

162 Excellent

163

Teacher should come prepared with what they will teach that day
Teach in a enthusiastic manner, make it interesting
Organise classroom activities to make learning effective
Give us application of what we are being taught

164 Nothing 
165 All good 
166 More Field visit should be there 
167 .

168
Encourage them to ask question. 
Try To reach every students and ask their doubts

169
My observation would be that the internal portion carries 10 marks for attendance as well as 
for presentation doesn't make sense there should be something else productive or rather 
include assignment or similar like assignments

170 .
171 No comments
172 No
173 Friendly with students 

174
Nope

175 After completing every module give the small class test for revision of every module.

176

1. Some teacher are also not aware about their teaching, they just come and teach without 
having clarity of knowledge and when student ask doubt they are confused.
2. The faculties there while teaching use hindi/Marathi language while teaching as English 
should be used more common and when concepts or some matter are difficult to be 
understood by student so that should be done in hindi language.
3. The college should must focus on developing student soft skills and group discussion and 
teach them life skills while they are in classroom and they sould be motivated in classroom, so 
a student also will come regular to college and he/she will himself be encouraged too. 

177
Do not delay exams like this time and admission of next year to be started as soon as possible 

178

Teachers should use smart board to teach us theory subjects as it is really boring just listening 
to the explanation. Accounts subject must have some test at regular intervals soo that we 
don't stress ourselves during exams and the teacher should guide us with minute details and 
important s very nicely.

179

Use ICT tools and digital game-based learning 
Communicate with parents 
Create a welcome environment 
Communicate with students 

180 Nothing 

181
I don't think that our institutional teachers needs to improved they are already good at every 
thing they provide everything which student is required and their overall teaching is excellent 



182
Teaching through pratical problems
Use more ict methods too in offline lectures
Giving more and more examples 

183

This year the exam must have conducted mcq but offline test because students were not 
thoroughly prepared for the exams. Because of the year started with online and 1St sem was 
also online students were not actually 100% prepared for the theory exams. And the college 
might see that no. of students failing in exams. 

184 What is doing is well and countinue it work
185 Nothing 
186 Offline lectures must
187 Nothing to give 

188

1 Teachers should ask questions abt the concept thought in class
2 Due to covid the writing habit we everyone had lost so teachers should have taken more n 
more writing practice 
3 the syllabus was not covered till the last week of may it should be over atleast 15 days prior 
so we would have time to do self study even the study material was given week before exam

189
Should give practical knowledge to students rather then book knowledge and teach real life 
process not imaginary or what written in books. There is lack of practical knowledge for 
commerce students. We should also know what happens in real Commerce world. 

190
1. Try making PPTs so that students find it easy to understand the topic. 
2. Help students in understanding things better.  
3. Main, think from the students point of view. 

191 NA
192 Exciting interaction relater to the topic 
193 No suggestions
194 .
195 Nothing 
196 Good

197
Teacher should be proper 
They should teach properly to student 
They should teach each and every student nicely and properly 

198 No

199
1.Use of projectors should be made regularly so that children can gain visual knowledge
2.daily homework should be given to improve the handwriting and can make study easy 

200 -
201 Good
202 Nothing
203 No suggestions 
204 No suggestion
205 . 
206 Good 
207 Nothing
208 No suggestion 

209
1- Can pay more attention to poor grade students and encourage them positively. 
2- Can teach practical life experiences/lessons which can help in a students social/emotional 

 growth. 
210 Plz leave one gap after exam 
211 Nothing
212 ।
213 extraculicular activies are in the grave , rest study wise everything's good
214 Nooo
215 No
216 No
217 Nil
218 Very good
219 No

220
More internactive 
Friendly 
Teaching with example of it's application 

221 Noo



222 Yes
223 Teacher's must lesson students opinion also.. 
224 Nothing

225

during admission process there are many problems faced by us . 1 lecture specially on how 
the admission forms should be filled , and also questions regarding admission process should 
be taken.
 I faced to much problems because I was not knowing procedure for student applying after 2 
years gap .... thankyou

226  Very nice and impressive 
227 .
228 Need to make improvement in teaching method. 
229 No
230 To concentrate on the students who all are weak
231 No
232 To make available smart board in every classroom  to enjoy learning

233
Complete the portion on time that students should get the time for learning ,give more than 
one day for exam 

234 No everything is nice in my college 

235
Sums of accounts must be properly explained step by step and the solution must be fully done 
on the board while explaining

236 Everything is good

237
No .. Knowledge colleges already provide a very good way through study and study method.

238
*Teachers should improve their English and knowledge.
*Organize industry, factory or educational places.
*Decipline and awareness about study is most important

239 -
240 no suggestion

241

My first year experience was not so good. Because aur half year went through online mode 
and other half offline . We were unable to understand the concepts of maths statistics account 
as well . The teaching of statistics was very poor were unable to understand anything. 

242
-breaks between exams are necessary 
- If teachers can give some reference notes early would be good

243 No suggestions as such
244 Very good in teaching 
245  In practicals please provide fully workable pcs or softwares. 
246 More doubt solving lectures, more use of videos for learning
247 Teachers should talk in hindi and english not in marat

248 Explain syllabus in all languages.

249 Nothing 
250 Institute teaches us excellent knowledge
251 .
252 None

253
It was great experience to learn in that organization. Teacher are also so much familer we can 
always solve our douts with them they always give us proper solution for any difficulty. 

254 All teachers are teaching very good
255    
256 No comments 

257

More communication with a friendly nature
To give more ideas about career opportunities in bsc field and 
To give the idea of intership and side course while doing this bsc degree
To encourage students with their positive ideas and behaviour

258 Nothing

259
To continue connect from digital platform with students

 Eg : WhatsApp classroom group  Google classroom etc 
260 All teachers are excellent
261 Nothing 
262 Nothing
263 Write on board & teach



264

First of all the about cleanliness in college 
College is very dusty toilets are not good at all 

Event's are only organized by bmm or bms department 
Related to fine arts 
College  rarely organize some activity 
College mostly take interest in science or theatre and sports related things or activities they 
usually not take any interest in other activities 

Sleeveless clothes or short clothes are not allowed in college watchman doesn't allow you to 
get in college ones I wore it and Watchmen doesn't allow me and she said behind my back " 
kaise kapade pahenke ati hai samajana chaiye" about what? What I need to understand or 
what wrong in clothes ? Constitution of India give right to people they are allowed to wear what 
they what to and clothes is not the problem. problem is in your thinking. The problem is in your 
look out 
What masage you are passing to the generation that women should cover herself because 
problem is in her clothes not in people thinking ? School collages are the place where 
students should learn not only academicly but as well as morally also but what massage is 
passing to the generation because of this ? 
"Some rapists said that in their confession that he rape the women beacause she wear that 
kind of clothes she deserves to be rape" 
" Women should cover herself if she is covering herself she is shareef she deserves to be 
respected nad if she is not covering herself then she deserve disrespect"
Is this mindset college is passing?!!

Canteen food is not good only few items are available 

Some teachers are really good some are not
Maybe there teaching skills are different from my sense of understanding each teacher have 
their own type of teaching methods/ skills so I'm not criticizing that 
 

265
Some teachers should update theirselves and teach properly in the class as some of them talk 
very rudely.

266    
267 Teachers teaching was great nothing to improvise
268 Nothing 
269 Good
270 All teachers are good
271 Overall the experience is good
272 No suggestion

273
Good teaching
Exepelation is very 
Learning is a change in knowledge.

274 Nice

275

1)They need to tell us in detail about our examination and paper pattern as early as possible 
not before just 2 days before exams.
2)If teachers are setting paper(which they are)then they should provide question bank with 
less questions & also they should give us MCQ with full answers we are not robot who can 
study 200+ MCQ in 1 day or 2 day provide us with less MCQ question.
3)All teachers are good in teaching expect but they are not helpful in examination time.

276

1. To make use of smart screen or AV for explaining more convincingly and better 
understanding. 
2. To talk more n more about the practical knowledge relating to the course which will be 
useful in professional life.

 That's all.
277 ..
278 Everything is going on to good..i think no need to change this.
279 I think it's all good there no such suggestion required
280 Nothing

281
The teaching learning experience is the best especially Botany Department has the best 
faculty in the institute.



282 No
283 Students should get more time to study for the exam 

284

1. Some of the teachers do not interact with the students while teaching 
2.The apparatus present in the laboratory must be changed with the new ones (especially 
physics)

285 The teachers are biased in marks distribution and fail certain students on purpose .
286 Very nicely teaching 

287
Teachers should not only focus on smart students and also give chance who are not confident 
enough to raise their hands. And give some boost to the Student of reality check and should 
encourage Students to participate in the competition and programmes

288 Communication
289 Try to bring  placement in the college which will help the student for their futher growth 
290 No 
291 No comment 
292 Short breaks between continuous lectures of same subjects can be helpful
293 Very well.
294 Nothing
295 Nothing

296
Overall teaching experienced by me is absolutely too good.There are no as such issues.All 
the teachers are doing the possible ways to make us grow and learn.

297 Teachers explain everything very correctly 
298 No suggestions
299 It's good 

300
Teachers should pay attention to week students doubts also not only look over the smart 
students

301 It was good in only online classes and i want online classes only in last year 

302
Proper teaching facilities

303 It was very good experience
304 Good and i insapire
305 No suggestions 
306 Nil
307 All good 
308 No suggestions 

309
Well the online experience was better in frst half but offline lectures made everything easy for 
us and it was better to communicate personally as compare to online ...

310 Complete syllabus part as soon as possible so we can make use of the rest part. 

311 Teachers should give important questions seriously 
They should also take the journals earlier to get students some time for studying

312 Teach the lessons thoroughly, don't rush with the portion
313 Nothing eLse

314
some teacher's are good but some demotivates students and make learning tough the 
question paper were really hard according to what they taught us

315
They are doing their best it is just how feels because in 80 students and one teacher is to 
much .

316 Nothing
317 Very good teaching 
318 Good overall

319

Rushing of the portion should be reduced and providing study material and practically should 
be thought 
Lecture should be taken as per the timetable.
Exams should be planned and not should be hurried just after rushing with portion
Practical knowledge should be increased

320 Be more friendly 
321 Nothing
322 Overall excellent
323 Nothing



324

1.Before teaching the practicals, make students understand the theory behind the lesson.

2.Use diagrams and pictorial representations to explain concepts.

3.Main emphasis should be on explaining the concept in layman terms, rather than on pure 
rote memorisation.

325 It it good only 

326
1. Very enthusiastic department of bms.
2. Would love to be part of more educational events.
3. Very helpful professors.

327 Excellent education system

328
1) Practical lecture can improve little bit
2) In regular lecture need to solve different types of problems

329 It is good
330 Smart learning should be added 

331

1)teachers should make some efforts and reach towards each student and check their abilities
2)the exams were very difficult according to the amount of syllabus they have completed
3)the passing pattern should change like  the official passing marks of 60 marks is 19 but in 
this college the passing marks of 60 is 24 and not a single MCQ was there in the paper
4) teachers do partiality between students and their behaviour is kind rude to some students

332

1) Teachers should make some more efforts and should reach towards each student and 
check their ability
2) Exam was very difficult according to the amount of syllabus and teaching completed
3) Lecture should be taken according to the time table provided by the institution
4)The passing pattern should change like the official passing marks of 60 marks is 19 but in 
this college the passing marks of 60 is 24 and not a single MCQ was there in the paper
5) Teachers are partially unfair for some students and they are kind of rude to them 

333 It's nice but sometimes I don't understand anything what the teachers are teaching

334

1.Teachers should make some more efforts and  should reach towards each student and 
check their abilities . 
2.According too syllabus exam should be provided mandatory 
3.lectures should be taken according too time table provided by the college 
4.Syllabus should be completed soon before the exams but they shouldn't rush the portion 
5.Teachers should be polite too the students,some teachers shouldn't do partiality with the 
students 

335 No suggestion 

336
All the teachings re very good.

337 Nothing to improve 
338 Teaching learning experience is very good in the institution

339
Practical equipments in physics lab are very old and doesn't function well
They need a change

340 Should encourage a student to focus on his life goal too
341 Morden teaching style should done in classroom
342 Should not use laptops in classroom

343
I have seen is that the teachers encourage us to improve our practical skills like 
communication and group coordination but in that process I feel that the acedemy was placed 
as second option in our minds

344

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Better graphics and colors 
arouse the interest and desire to learn among students. ...
2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts
3) Make teaching a two way interaction

345
No as such suggestions because the department of botany is always so supportive in all 
aspects of study. 

346
Encourage active learning
Guidance for job selection

347 None



348

there should  be revision test for per chapter as finished by teaching .because there has heavy 
burden while preparing exams .some subject teachers gave the notes before 15 days while 
Teacher should give a notes while teaching by itself ,so students well-prepare during 
examination.  Some teachers remain absent during lecture while some teachers came late 20 
min  and  taking extra lecture till 2:00 these should not be happen. 

349

First we need to understand the students mentality because the students storing capacity is 
become slow during corona pandemic.
Second observe each students tell him each students about his weakness and encourage him 
to improve his knowledge in particular subject.
Third and last thing college must follow the guidelines during setting the examination paper.

350
Doubts and concepts should be clear using appropriate examples.

351 Excellent Teaching

352

1 The teachers should complete the portion before exam..3 days prior the portion was 
completed for our class which was very very difficult for us to manage.
2 The Assignments Were given in the last days so the completion of it preparing for exam was 
merged n we did not hot time..Teachers leaving syllabus talk on every topic instead of talking 
on syllabus would have been completed the portion
3 As we are writing all the long ans for the very first time teachers should have taken writing 
practice of us..teachers were not done with the portion when will they take writing practice 😶

353 Noo

354

Few faculty weren't the best. The Portion got completed very late. The teachers teach nicely 
but the it could be more effective. Assignment load are given more to children rather than 
some creative work.. Overall the department is good but sometimes doesn't really give the 

 best efforts according to me 
355 Nothing

356

1) Teachers should make some more efforts and should reach towards each students and 
check their ability
2) exams was very difficult according to the syllabus and teaching completed
3) Lecture should be taken according to the time table provided by the institution
4) The passing pattern should change like the official passing marks for 60 marks is 19 but in 
this college the passing marks for 60 marks is 24 and not a single MCQ was given in the paper
5) teachers are partially unfair for some students and they are kind of rude to them

357

Cover the portion atleast 1 month before the exam. Because students gets time for self study, 
assignment and journals. Take a regular test in the classroom so students don't have burden 
at the final exam. Which question are coming in exam tell the students atleast they prepare all 
the questions. If not giving the questions students cannot study all the syllabus. 

358

Laboratory equipments for science students are not in good condition also some equipments 
are not even there in lab.
College should provide placements or internship atleast for post graduate students.
Lack of (Eng) vocabulary is found in some staff.
Collage must take strict action towards some students for not attending the classes as well as 
for not following the college rules

359 No suggestions
360 improve connections with students

361
Less of work load be given to students in one go
Easy language must be used to understand easily

362 Make more internship opportunities available to students

363
Some subjects should be given more importance theoretical subjects / historical with 
examples for better understanding more encouragement is needed 

364 Fairly satisfactory 
365 .
366 Good



367

My suggestion would be to focus more on the critical components first.
Or even the practice of sitting in on another teacher's class to observe learn and reflection of 
students. The observation to this is the institute had great study plan most of the teachers did 
follow the plan and made concepts clear to the par,  on time. Have a content focused method.

368 no suggestions 

369
Take students on trip to different places depending on the topics you are teaching. 
Allow them to interact outside of the classroom for effective communication.
Allow to Observe the nature, surroundings, places or objects for their learning.

370 Nil

371
Organisations should be contacted who picks up fresh capable graduate students and offer 
them job. 

372 I don't have any suggestions 
373 No

374
They should at least give a one day gap between examination so students will get some time 
for doing there studies
They should have give an objective questions 

375

376  no suggestion
377 Teacher should complete the portion before exams

378
Communication with the Students 
Well preparation
Weekly tests

379 Superb
380 Focus on more practical approach

381

Understanding examples to make concepts clear are given
Motivating when it comes to taking part in extra activities 
Overall Good experience

382 The teachers are always supportive and encouraging towards the students.

383
Well the online experience was better in frst half but offline lectures made everything easy for 
us and it was better to communicate personally as compare to online .

384 No

385

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Better graphics and colors 
arouse the interest and desire to learn among students.
2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

386 No

387
.

388 No
389 -
390 Nothing in particular.
391 No suggestions
392 Good

393
We are not able to understand the teaching of some teachers ...overall i have very good 
experience with my institution.

394
Need to clear doubts with suitable language
Network problem while online lecture
Try to clear doubts personally, as students get nervous to ask in front of everyone.

395
1 . Include more practical skills based workshops
2.Try to communicate with every child personally and help them

396 No suggestions 

397
Teacher's should listen to students issues and not just make any conclusions.
No other suggestions as the teachers do their best in giving knowledge to us students

398 Overall good
399 No
400 Every thing is good
401 No suggestions needed 



402
Improve digital methods and physical experiment work , students have to feel the problem and 
make it out make sisvation realistic

403
1. Complete portion in given time

404 NA

405
If the semester is late started the teachers should make the students pre informed about the 
portion pattern and should not run the portion

406
They complet 6 month's portion in just 3 months without giving study leave and took semester 
exam.

407 Teaching is somewhat fine 
408 No suggestions 

409

1.To create a questionnaire from their syllabus

2.Improve Note-Taking skills. 

3.assignments can be done virtually.
410 No

411
1.Teaching is good
2.More importance should be given to extracurricular activities
3.overall system is good

412
1. Students must respect the teachers but not feel unnecessarily scared of them.
2. Internship opportunities should be increased. 
3. Important notices should be given as early as possible. 

413
Using better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Better graphics and colors 
arouse the interest and desire to learn

414

If the portion are starting too late please inform about the omitted part before hand

Mark out important questions clearly

Ask teachers to give examples besides the ones from the text

415
Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 
3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

416 Excellent 
417 -

418
In my opinion, students need to get prepared for the jobs or MSc interviews and exams  too 
with all the teaching and learning. 

419
Give proper paper pattern 
Give more attention to students 
Sometimes teachers become partial towards some students

420 Excellent

421
Teachers should expand their teaching perspective and more attention to be given  on the 
notes and other materials . Practical teaching should be more beneficial than theory 
explanation 

422 Using projectors in classrooms for teaching
423 None

424
No they are doing good specially in maths and code language teachers are the best...even the 
web programming

425 Overall teaching- learning experience in our institution is good 
426 All good 🙂
427 Good
428 No suggestions all good for study
429 More Presentations and making the learning process more interesting through the media
430 No comments

431

1) Students should not be pressurized.
2) A well planned curriculum throughout the semester can be set so that there isn't rush to 
finish the portion before exam.
3) Details of any course/activity should be provided to students before the collection of fees.



432
Make a gap in each paper

433
Give the at least 1 day time to study during each examination paper
Improvement teaching in case of practical session

434 More extra courses should be available
435 .
436 Proper

437
There should be career guidance sessions for the students and thoroughly explain the 
outcome of the courses. Industrial visits and field visits should be organised.

438 Complete the syllabus as fast as possible then the other activities can be conducted.
439 There is so much improvement in teaching
440 The institution is good.
441 Nice experience in studying
442 Nothing 
443 Overall learning experience is excellent
444 No suggestions
445 ..
446 Examination are very delayed

447
The lecture should not be for more than an hour because a 1 hour 45 minutes lecture 
becomes boring and tiring sometimes to concentrate due to which it is difficult to focus on 
other lectures too.

448 No suggestions
449 No suggestions 
450 More focus on interactive study
451 No suggestion needed
452 All good
453 1 ) organize internship for all students 
454 . 
455 It's always the best

456
The professors should use English as the basic communicating language to teach in the class 
because for non maharashtrian it is very problematic sometimes.

457 good teaching 
458 .
459 Teacher's make sure that ever concept should be cleared and student's  enjoy the subject .

460

- Reference books should be made available for home issue through library.
- Library access should be made available during holidays / long vacations for self study 
purpose

461 No suggestions 
462 Everything is good 
463 No suggestion

464
1. Make practical activities for students out of their studies
2. Take a tree plantation drive one time in a weekly

465 nice
466 Nothing
467 No
468 Nothing

469
I'm satisfied with all tge teaching process in the college and also other activities. Hence, I don't 
think any change is required .

470 While teaching theory make it interesting
471 Nice
472 More interaction session should take place 
473 Can increase use of ICT tools
474 No suggestions
475 Nothing 
476 More than theory part pratical knowledge should be given.
477  Provide clear schedule and further information on daily basis 
478 1) Regular lectures 2) Doubt solving lectures 3) Career guidance lectures 

479
Focus on practical knowledge,
Encourage students in extra curricular activities not college events 



480 None
481 To take monthly. Objective test of all subjects so for final students will be repaired

482
I think, there is no need to suggest improvement. Overall teaching is satisfying. My learning 
experience is very good as all teachers are very supportive ,helpful and careful about our 
studies ,practicals and exams. 

483
They should accept and respect the views of the students and should listen to their sides as 
well. 

484 Some teacher's are good well experienced.
485 Excellent
486  1.Teacher should understand the difficulties of student 
487 Interactive
488 Not specific in need

489

Mcq should be given !! Giving 60 marks of question answer lead us to stress and also one gap 
after exam should be given to us! 
Its our first year in degree college how come we know anything about degree college, we are 
not aware of anything such as,atkt system, teacher should make us aware about atkt system 

490
Teachers should not discourage any children if they are weak in studies, instead they should 
help them. 

491 1.Bscit department is worst department in sathaye college 
492 Take some lecture on carrier guidance, add sports activities who interested in sports
493 Nil
494 By giving current examples 

495
Don't grade everything
Taking quizzes more often 

496
There should be more of practical knowledge than the bookish knowledge. They should make 
intership opportunities available for student. 

497 NA
498 Good
499 Digital learning 
500 N/A
501 Nothing
502 Teacher should be more interactive with students 
503 No
504 Make the concept easy to understand
505 Everything is accordingly well

506
Do tell about college activities like Gymkhana

507 -

508
Lectures should be on time .

509 No

510

Extracurricular activities could be more encouraged
Great college environment
Good conversing teachers

511 Teaching and leaning is good, so not much required to improve

512
Teachers are always helpful for the students every time and they taught very well they should 
continue Like this 

513 .

514
The changed paper pattern has soo much to do in it ,as it was our 1st offline exam after 3yr it 
would have been like other colleges .. 35 marks objective,which would have help us !!

515
1) The syllabus completion speed can be improved.
2) More Activities.
3) Finding alternative lectures timing.

516 👍
517 Learning gets simpler with right guidance. 

518

Every teacher should teach like how the facility of maths and law has reached 
There should be marks for internals not only 10 but atleast 20 
And there should be merits and demerits system for behavioral marks 
Objective paper pattern is highly recommended 

519 Nothing 



520 Nothing

521
1) more communication with students 
2) solved more problems 

522 All things are good 

523

- to concentrate on every student not the ones who seem or act like are good at it
- being in TY would expect more of practical based learning with some opportunities
- would suggest more guidance on what is expected by teachers while answering questions 
during exams
Thank you

524 It's verry good
525 Focus on Student communicate with them
526 Nothing

527
Just not focus on the syllabus complete overall focus on the increase student ability to 
improve yourself 

528 Teaching through ppt form 
529 . 
530 Revision of topics after completion of Syllabus
531 Teaching through PPT Form
532 Teaching through ppt firm 
533 Yes
534 No suggestions as such

535
No any suggestions but sometimes I think teacher's will be teaches and do conversation with 
student softly it's effective way for learning.

536 Best
537 All teaching is great
538 .
539 Teaching should be more practical based 
540 Nothing 

541

PC IN LABS ARE OLD & HALF OF THEM DONT WORK .
TEACHERS ARE NICE BUT SHOULD UNDERSTAND STUDENTS POINT OF VIEW .
VERY LESS TIME BETWEEN SUBMISSION AND EXAMS !!

542 Excellent 

543
Teachers should give us more real life application of any concept to understand it well 
,teachers should examine each student marks and suggest them to improve 

544 Good
545 Good

546
1. One of the best college in Mumbai
2. Teachers are available on what's app if students need help
3. They also suggest extra material and books for study 

547 Real life examples relating to textbook concepts will be most appreciated
548 The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good
549 Good 
550 Replace bms hod, 
551 No suggestions
552 No suggestions..
553 Use of ppt should be increased for better explanation 
554 Overall teaching is excellent.

555

1) I've observed that, our sir tries his best to make us understand each and every concept 
clearly & he focuses on every students
2) He's very patient with us
3) Sir can use some digital instruments to clear the concepts more clearly 

556 Every thing is very Good 
557 No. Everything is perfect
558 Moderate
559 Excellent
560 use smart board

561

1)Many teachers relate topics with current affairs and enhance our knowledge.
2) Discipline round are regularly done 
3)Whenever lecture is cancelled teachers often encourage us to sit in libraries and read 
reference materials to overcome our habit of googling everytime. 

562 No



563 All Is fine

564
Teachers should communicate with students sitting at the back also rather then talking to only 
front benchers.

565 Mentor mentee programme should be improved. That's it.
566 Everything is fine 

567

This year syllbus has been changed. Given 60 Mark's of paper it was so difficult that we don't 
have any idea about that MCQ will not include in paper and even we don't know that we have 
return the toughest paper. We don't have more time this was very short period to cover a 
syllbus to cover it. 

568 They should fail the student who has written something in exam rather coping
569 No suggestions

570
We can conduct more extra curricular activities to boost confidence 

 Industrial visit should be there 
571 Nothing specifically 
572 No need to improve teaching. It's good 
573 Don't need to improve anything all teachers are nice
574 It was good experience. Teachers are too good in teaching. They provide all notes also.
575 Na

576

1) Test can be conducted twice in a month.
2) A tentative schedule should be given for the whole academic year. 
3) Assignments should be given in a systematic manner which will help us to complete the 
journals on time.

577  .

578

This year syllabus has been changed.60 marks of paper It was so difficult that we don't idea 
about that MCQ will not include in paper and even we don't know that we have return the 
toughest paper.we don't have more time this was very short period to cover a syllabus to 
cover it.

579
Nothing as such the college and its teachers are very good teaching facilities are also good its 
just that the teachers should interact with all the student evenly 

580 Lab work should be done more

581
Overall Teaching- learning process is good. I just request the college to make the notices very 
clear without leaving any Confusion in students’ minds

582 Teachers to provide notes, provide internship and scholarships

583

Digital technology use ( videos, etc )
Field visits for practical learning.
Learning experience in this institution is really good.

584
Teachers should understand the mental health of children and not pressurise them too much.

585    

586

More hands on practice 
More Practical equipment
More real life experience and guidance to better future
Close the outdated syllabus and include new market required syllabus which are in demand -
integrate company required skills in us

 -don't increase the stress level in us by giving so many stuffs together a step by step approach 

587

As the management of our college seems to be where slow and poor the office staff is rude 
teacher need to improve their teaching skills and even clg need to improve management and 
please make time table of exams according to Students capacity need to give atleast one day 
gap between one paper this times exam was very hectic due to lack of gap between papers 
and teachers are requested to give notes and other study material before the examination 

588 It was excellent 😀
589

Give proper explanation for theory subject to understood student and also simple and easy 
language explaination .

590

1. Teacher's need to identify students weakness and help to overcome.
2. Teacher's need to  find the strengths of the students and help to improve their study 
performance. 
3. All teachers are great and they help to solve problems too.

591
Should teach by ppt



592

1. Teacher should complete their syllabus 15 days prior to exam 
2. Taking revision is important but none of a teacher took it 
3. Teachers should give student a chance for this sem 2 coz literally after 2yrs it's kinda hard 
to write long ans question directly without even study leave 
4. Teachers should give some important from exams perspective so we can focus on it 
5.About teaching all teaching staff teach so good and well 
6. Notes should be given by them very less teachers do it 

593

594

1.) Teachers should make some more efforts and should reach towards each student and 
check their ability
2.) Exam was very difficult according to the amount of syllabus teaching completed
3.) Lecture should be taken accordingly to the time table provided. There were many teachers 
who took extra lectures. Without even informing the students
4.) The passing pattern should change like the official passing pattern of 60 is 19 but in this 
college the passing marks is 24 out of 60 and not a single mcq was there in the exam
5.) Teachers are partially unfair for some students and they are kind of rude to them

595

1.) Be aware of your students emotional dillema too. Sometimes the students are struggling 
through things in their daily life and that might affect them in college life too. So a little 
empathy would be nice.

2.) Go through some hard or difficult topics slowly and give additional notes or a simplified 
explanation for it. Not all theories or sums are easy to understand. Even we as student's would 
read from textbook and understand it if we could. Why would we sit lectures if that's all we 
needed to do. Not all teachers but some teachers just read it from book or give a small 
explanation for important theories but we need some points or a little more information to 
elaborate those theories on exams . 

3.) Not all students like to be called out in class or give answers in front of whole class . While 
I agree it is a skill we require, communicating. But in regular lectures or normal lectures ask if 
the student is comfortable with answering. Some people have anxiety. 

4.) This didn't happen in offline days but when college was operating online. A lit of lecs were 
on meet. Not all students can afford phones nor do they have a financial background to buy a 
separate phone especially during COVID-19. Since jobs were gone the teachers could have 
used a little empathy when some students said that they didn't see classroom or a notice from 
classroom not everyone was that privileged so teachers could understand and have a little 
empathy. Now not all students cause most of them did but it is not fair on the students who 
didn't have phones so didn't get time to send assignment on time. And certainly there is no 
need to call that out loudly in class .

596  No suggestion 

597
1. Recognize students' accomplishments and respond appropriately to their concerns.
2. Give a hint to a student where he/she need improvement
3. Improve their decision making ability in difficult situation

598 no need

599
Don't hurry the lessons at the end of the sem
Improve teaching lessons

600  Can be more friendly and involved with the students 

601

1. Allow the students to ask as many questions as they want.
2. Teachers should prepare their own notes thoroughly, including preparing for challenging 
questions from the students, before the classes instead of relying on textbooks.
3. Encourage discussion amongst students in class; debates, for example.
4. Upon checking tests, or preparatory test answers, let the students know exactly where they 
went wrong, or how they could improve their answer, instead of just grading them.

602
1) I think there should be a internship program after 2nd year.
2) The syllabus should contain new technology.

603
Simplified concept teaching.
More practical work.

604  clear doubts 
605 All the teachers are excellent  I love them 
606 _
607 Nil



608 All the teachers are teaching are good
609 More practical knowledge should be provided 
610 Not that much satisfied about exam pattern means full theory's 
611 Not a single teacher speak fluently English in classroom 

612

1.To expand the syllabus by including new and important concepts. 
2.To make students think about the concepts they learn by asking them to develop some 
experiments which are the deviations of curriculum practicals.
3.To promote learning of new concepts create research article reading more frequently and 
out of syllabus study from time to time.(Concepts that build wider scope of knowledge). 

613 plz cover the syllabus atleast 2-3 week early before the examination
614 .
615 Focus on every one
616 nothing
617 -

618
1. Need some more practical experience
2. Need to experience field work
3. Need some internship

619 Online class

620
First year of degree clg was good online as well as offline both experience and helpfull 
teachers was good and satisfying 

621 More examples and practicality 

622

1. improving more in teaching  for a subject it was hard for me to understand.  I had refer or 
ask someone else to explain. 
2. improving computers in IT laboratory 

623 .
624 No onservation all good

625
 The teachers can take weekly class tests to check how much the students have understood 
from the lectures. 

626
Please keep OBJECTIVE in Exam
Please teach us on PROJECTER

627 In management we do not need book study we need our own experience 
628 No suggestions
629 No
630 All is good

631
I think overall the teaching learning experience is good but it can be better Nd more effective. I 
personally think there are some language barriers in the institute and it should be taken care 
of.

632
Should Give More Practical examples In order to know the concept  and sometimes conduct a 
small test

633
More use of technology for effective learning. Also students understand easily more through 
visuals than books

634 ...
635 Nothing
636 Give chances to go on field and work, encourage to do things, be impartial with students.
637 Good 
638 काहीही सुचवायचे नाही. कारण ा कारे िश क आ ाला िशकवतात ती प त यो  आहे.

639
Method of teaching practical should be improved.Teachers have to interact with students for 
industrial opportunities.

640
Digital use
Teaching hard questions again
Training us for better and Suggestions

641 काहीही सुचवायचे नाही. जसे िश क िशकवतात तसेच ानी आ ाला िशकवावे.

642
Useful internal
Devlope skills
Enocourage you

643 Nothing



644

A basic language is expected while teaching as some students were from English medium and 
they would not be able to understand difficult Marathi words. Not completely teaching in 
English is expected, basic Marathi would work. Good level of teaching is provided and giving 
examples always work in understanding the concepts. Appreciated to the teachers for taking 
so much efforts. 

645
1.BAMMC teaching is very good I wish he never change for the student .2. Book available 
lavkar kara.3.Nots and exam chya date lavkar sanga.

646 Teachers should complete there portion on time and try to take the revision before exam
647 No suggestions 
648 No

649

Too lucky to studying in Sathaye college ❤ suggestion is that  to celebrate every festival in 
our college! and for teacher be always with your student like a friend then you know what 
student think about you and what he feel about you coz you teaching like a teacher student r 
not properly connected with but if you teach like a friend student r truly connected with you ❤ 

650
The official mode of teaching is English which is selected by the students but still in many 
class the  teaching take place in marathi so this should be change.

651 No
652 None. 

653

Arrangement of group discussion or group projects must increase so that students can 
discuss their doubts or ideas if they have any. Use of ICT tools should also increase to make 
the students more properly understand the concept. Field reports should be checked more 
strictly to avoid the false reports and to encourage the students to work for their reports on 
their own. 

654 Very Good 

655
Teachers made to much efforts from their side and they helped us to solve our all doubt 
always.. thank you 

656 All good 
657 No such observations or suggestion
658 Coordination could be better 

659
Practical experience and opportunities should he provided and encouraged
Field based and subject centric activities like seminars, internships should be conducted
In-college internships and projects should be held to boost a student's cv 

660 -
661 Sathaye is best & the professors are too good but except 1% out of 100%
662 Abc
663 Make kids more aware of the subjects and topics 

664
1.keep one teacher for one subject don't swap
2.pratical knowledge
3.extra curricular activities to be conducted very often

665 No specific suggestions are needed 
666 Nothing everything is going well
667 Everything is good... Try to understand train issues for those students who stays so far. 
668 It’s a great experience.
669 No suggestions
670 We have very good teaching facilities

671
1) Should try to improve the ICT tools and facilities for the students betterment
2) Generally non teaching staff become rude with Students for unnecessary context .

672 They should carry out other activities.

673

1. Try to interact with students
2. Use some graphics and visual media so students are interest and desire to learn
Or use some new teaching methods
3.Give daily 1questions or activity 

674 I want more extra curricular activities and some music comptision
675 Learning  processing 

676
If some students are not paying attention to what is going on in the college then teachers 
should take responsibility to make that student get interested in college work as well in 
studies. This is my personal experience.



677

Explaining the concept in more detail,
Learning should be more efficient and understandable for all the students, using relatable 
examples while teaching.

678
Overall teaching structure is good but teacher must teach students in more creative methods 

679
They don't come on time while teaching
Half they teach half they don't..
N then they expect us to write subjective paper in exams...

680
By explaining the students with presentations, and by giving some examples with the help of 
educational videos

681 No , everything is good 

682
Give a some more examples and take a game for explaining point and provides valuable 
notes for study 

683 Use better  graphics and visual media to engage students well..
684 Use modern technology 

685
Teachers should speak English or Hindi because they speak in marathi most of the time.

686 No
687 Use of electronic devices can be made to improve education method 

688
The Institute can develop the computer lab to more extent so that students  can operate all the 
computers coz some computers don't have the application we need during practicals so some 
students have to work on it chance by chance

689
1. Support and Help the students pursuing other professional courses.

690 Yes
691 No
692 Dakshata Raut 
693 No suggestions 

694
More practical learning, teaching in a exciting way rather than just reading the pdf, more time 
given of syllabus, no rushing to complete syllabus just for exam sake 

695

Overall is cool but need to speed up a bit in case of teaching, lot of examples are not much 
needed while teaching one right example is enough, also teachers should not insult or abuse 
in front of every one (this may lead to a mental breakdown or may affect the person personally) 

696

1)Burden of assignment should be reduced rather there should be pratical active and give 
marks based on that 
2) there should be atleast 5 marks objective in semester examination 
3) pratical knowledge is must rather than theory knowledge cause pratical knowledge help to 
build skills and get experience 

697 Give the question bank for exam
698 Use  of better graphics and visual media to engage students well
699 No
700 No suggestions 
701 Giving students different internship opportunities.
702 All okay 
703 No suggestions. 
704 More digital way of teaching 
705 No suggestions 

706

Connect to students individually.
Consider new learning methods.
Provide collaboration and socialization opportunities.

707 Quite good 
708 Everything should be thought throughly in lab with practice n practically
709 Nothing

710
1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

711 No suggestions
712 Ask students for internships,give opportunity for job means internships from college more
713 122



714 Mam the best 
715 Good education and best campus
716 Teachers with good fluency in English language 

717
All the notes should be sent at least 1 month before the exam.

718

Teachers should communicate with backbenchers more oftenly, other than questioning 
students they should encourage students more, teaching is good but little more creative 
teaching and lifeskills should be reached. Teaching-learning is excellent due to COVID it was 
not at that level and accepted and appreciated to all the faculty and staff members and 
institute. Thankyou for such great  teaching-learning experience overall was excellent.

719 Best institute with the great and knowledgeable teachers!!
720 No suggestions 
721 Nice
722 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 
723 Idk

724
No need change,
 but pls teach in English and hindi to,
Give some break in middle .

725 Nice

726
Teachers should not be very strict. Due to the teacher being strict the students get scared 
even to give their views and opinions.

727  

728
Very bad I don't understand anything. Also I don't like paper pattern. Change the paper pattern 

729 No suggestions 
730 My college is best

731
I appreciate the fact that college gives us a lot of opportunity and facility. We are all grateful 
for it.

732

1. Student's didn't get easily what teachers are teaching
2. Some teacher's are discouraging student 
3. Some teacher's didn't want to get up everytime they did same thing they never want to 
teach like guru they like, you don't know anything , you can't go any futher , you can't do etc.

733 No suggestions
734 No suggestion
735 Bring add-on courses in field of accounting and taxation. 
736 Nothing to say
737 To be strict with all student, journal should be checked daily , and every day small test

738

Observation: Students are regularly encouraged to participate in add on courses. Students are 
encouraged to start any research project. Teachers frequently check up on student's future 
goals and help them get clear idea of their respective field's career opportunities. 
Suggestions: A special lecture giving information about various examinations after BSC, like 
CSIR NET, GATE, IIM, IISER etc should be conducted.

739 NA
740 Prepare everyone to participate by organizing a variety of events
741 .
742 no opinion
743 Good
744 it's good 

745
Teachers should teach with laptops
Teachers should encourage students for extra curriculum activity 

746 None
747 .

748

1. More of activities should be involved which includes practical knowledge .
2. Group activities in an positive competitive way should be encouraged . Which increases the 
engagment of student directly, with teachers and batchmates.

749 Nothing
750 Nothing
751 Very nice 
752  They should work on the ITC 



753

They need to give students atleast one day gap after each exam 
The examination timetable as well as the portion should be given prior 20 days 
The portion should be complete before 2 weeks of exam 
There should be change in the paper pattern as objective should be included in it 
It should be cleary mentioned what all will be included form the question bank 
There should be no project submissions aur project given before 2 weeks of exam 

 There should be no sudden changes in the portion after ones declared 

754

Some teachers while teaching only considers few students point of view in class.
Some teachers are exceptionally good at their work but some of them really don't want to 
listen to others perspective .,
Overall everything is great , the facilities and teaching etc.

755 Holiday should be given after each paper
756 Focus should be more on practical knowledge 
757  Give more project and real time problem to solve.
758 Exam paper pattern should be changed 
759 To start teaching using white board 
760  Assignments should be given on  time . 
761 Not anything in particular

762

There should be more practical approach to the teaching and learning although there is 
illustrations and examples. Practical approach to real life and real world and how to survive it 
should be taught to. Things other than bookish knowledge should be taught to...like 
investment, different languages, etc

763 The teaching is good just the teachers should communicate more in English 
764 It's satisfactory teaching learning experience 
765 It was good 
766 Learning experience is Excellent.

767
1. More personal attention to students 
2. More different types of learning (e.g. interactive)
3. Use of facilities like smartboards

768
College should promote more practical knowledge stuff like intership programme, career 
guidance by the field expert.

769 It's good 
770 _
771 Lectures should be on time 
772 All the faculties are good
773 चांग ा प तीने िशकवले जात आहे .
774 Courses can be more research oriented.

775
1. Exam was very different according to the amount of Syllabus
2. In exam not a single MCQ was there in the paper 

776 Having more class based activities 
777 It's good
778 ----
779 Nothing much, over-all good experience with learning process.

780
Teaching is good but the college should give some gap between exams for revision because 
of no gap in exam it create lot of pressure on students

781 .

782
As observed and experienced the lectures were pretty interactive and fun to attend , 
interesting things were learnt by giving examples  of daily life activities. 

783 No suggestions 
784 They did well i don't have any problem
785 . 
786 Noo

787
Okay this is not a learning thing but canteen is way too expensive and unhealthy. Like they 
shd atleast serve things which have nutritional values

788 No

789
Almost 0 to none suggestions needed. The teachers are prepared to the core to tame even 
the wildest horse in Sathaye.

790 I’m really satisfied with the teaching
791 yes

792
Last 2 years because of corona pandemic student don't understand properly something so 
please teachers helps to student don't blem on student 

793 Usually ,rarely



794 More discussion than teaching, more interaction and more real relative topic updates
795 Completing the portion a bit early (Time management). Other things is good

796
College provide extra curriculum activities to inculcate ability of students to think 
independently and encourage them to take participate in social work also provide stage to 
showcase talent. 

797 .
798 Office staff should be a little bit polite while talking to students. 
799 None.
800 Every thing is Good 
801 No suggestions 

802

1- instead of making students write assignments in booklet some practical projects should be 
assigned which are applicable to real life. 
3- students should be taken for industrial visits for better learning and understanding.
3- institute should provide students with a hobby subject (art/dance/sport) as we students 
barely get time to focus on our hobby because of studies.

803
Industrial visit 

804
1. More use of ICT Tools
2. More extracurricular activities
3. More study programmes 

805 Good
806 Teacher should make them more comfortable to the student, so they can open up & talk. 

807

1). More effective teaching for students to attend lectures regularly especially in accounts and 
maths subject. 
2). Do not ignore students misbehavior this happened rarely then too. 
3). Helping those students who are from vernacular medium they understand only accounts 
very well but they can't write question and answer while dictating. 

808 Can more give examples related to real life so that students will fing easy to understand 
809 All good
810 Good
811 Nothing everything is perfectly fine 
812 Not at all.

813
New learning methods
Utilising technologies
Connect to students individually

814 Other activities should be for all the students 
815 It's already excellent
816 No suggestions 
817 More and proper lab equipment 
818 .

819

I don't have any suggestion to give as everything seems perfect to me, the way I expected 
before taking admission in this college. Faculty is Excellent, Supportive, Encourages us to 
participate in various Co curricular activities. The way they teach is extraordinary, Quit easy to 
understand. I'm all satisfied. Thanks. 

820 Good
821 Connect with students individually 

822
Second sem was started in the last week of Feb and portion was completed but not to the 
fullest

823 No
824 None 
825 .
826 Very well and systamised
827 Nothing
828 .
829 The teachers should talk in English but they often talk in Marathi 
830 NO, I don't have any suggestions 
831 Doubt clearing sessions,a quick revision,
832 Yes
833 More Pratical base , useful knowledge 



834
There should objective paper pattern
Teaching is good 
In some subjects explaination is too fast 

835
1. Provide better notes
2. Complete the portion in efficient time or else we have the best teaching

836 All the things are good in college no observation is their
837 Very good experience 

838

1. Let the student understand what he is studying rather than letting them write huge pile of 
assignments.
2. There should be study leave in between exams.
3. There should be online exams if there were online lectures taken 
4. There should be few objectives in exams because since last few years, students speed in 

 writing papers has reduced. 

839

All is good but
Need to be more subjective approach
Need more ICT

840 Complete portion on time, give more examples while teaching 
841 Use of ppt.
842 Excellent

843

1.Focus of teachers should be on Conceptual clearity and not on portion completion

2.The College staff( excluding teachers) is rude

844 No
845 No suggestions
846 ..

847
1) The assignment and project given to us should be something which is knowledgeable to us.

848 . 
849 No its not a good 
850 More of practical learning than theoretical learning
851 More practical knowledge 
852 Nothing 
853 - 
854 No
855 Overall satisfactory
856 Take lec regularly
857 Nothing
858 No 

859
1. To provide more with writing materials 
2. Giving more practical examples

860

1- Our overall faculty for subjects are good 
2- Professors are well with there experience and they give us good knowledge about 
curriculum.
3- Refrence of study material are also provided by our Professors so that is the plus point of 
our institution.

861
1)utilize a variety of technology options 
2)connect to students individually 
3)consider new learning methods 

862 None

863
 Make learning more visual
Weekly tests and revisions
Assignments based on open ended/situational  question.

864
Interaction with every students should be done.
Should look after students attending class regularly or not.

865  More of practical work , less assignments, 



866 Learning experience is quite well so there's no such improvement needed
867 No
868 NA
869 .
870 .
871 No suggestions, they're pretty much good
872 no
873 The teaching is good till now

874
It would be great if more programmes engaging teachers and students would be arranged in 
institute.

875 Good atmosphere, Very good teacher and department head's miss is very understanding.
876 All teachers are good 

877
Some teachers have to improve their teachings. Sometimes we can't understand what they 
teachings

878 connect with students individually.
879 .

880
Institutes should help students to step of the their comfort zone which will boost their 
confidence.

881 Look after every student whether the student is weak or average 
882 No suggestions as such

883
Example given is related to our day to day life
Kindly teach slowly

884

Some professors, despite having excellent educational qualifications, aren't really good at 
making their points clear to the students. One can be the top in his field, but as a professor the 
art of making students understand what you know is crucial. Oratory skills, Humour, The art of 
keeping people engaged in what you have to say, are the things teachers should focus on. 
Public speaking that is. Precision in what you say. Interactive conversations. Engaging 
students AND keeping them interested in your monologue. That's all. 

885
need professionals for the add on courses introduced , focus a lot more on practical 
knowledge and work in corporate life, teachers who speak really fluent english , internships to 
be provided 

886
While explaining the concept give some real examples to understand the concept more clearly

887 Everything is good enough.. 

888

1.Faculty should teach only 2 to 3 topics per lecture not more than that for better 
understanding. 
2.Teacher should give practical examples while explaining the topic rather than bookish 
knowledge
3.Faculty should not rush to complete the syllabus. And focus on quality study rather than 
quantity study

889 There is all good in our institution.
890 Good
891 Everything is good overall.
892 Good coordination 
893 No

894
Kindly give more project and real time problem to solve. ...
Courses can be more research oriented. ...
New technology monthly updates can be given.

895 There shouldn't be fast teaching ...... 

896
1. Explain subjective points in detail.
2. Clear doubts.
3. Motivate students.

897

Take regular tests
Explain the concepts properly
Check the  students efforts

898
Understand students hobbies/interests and allow them to do things and guide them to grow in 
those particular field.

899 Nothing to suggestions 
900 None
901 Not for suggestions 



902 No suggestion
903 Teacher are good at teaching 

904

1.Teacher's should be more friendly with their students.(there are some teachers they are 
friendly but not all)
2. Teacher's should take their students to go outside and visit some places related to their 
subject or topic so we can understand more accurately. (Eg. History teachers should go some 
historical places).
3. There should be some events and functions to enjoy their students and make college life 
memorable.
4. The staffs and workers of sathaye college they should learn how to behave with their 
students.
5. The last but not least passing marks should be 19 on 60 and not 23 on 60 because 19 is 
officially the right marks.

905 No suggestions. I think overall teaching is Excellent 

906
Some portions of the syllabus can be updated with more relevant information

907 1. Understand students personalities accordingly select learning styles 

908

1. explain the concept in a very friendly manner which Aniket Gawade sir does with a good 
example.
2. instead of just completing the portion clear the topic very nicely
3. clarify the topic shortly and clearly

909 Good teaching
910 The teachers should give extra attention to the weak students 
911 Nothing in paticular

912
Communication skills with students
Explanation with example

913 Very good
914 U
915 To introduce better scheduled activities . Try to make it more practical and inclusive .
916 Make workload less on student so they can be more creative 
917 .
918 Show videos during offline lec related to  subject it's makes easy to understand
919 Nice teaching 
920 Nothing

921
Good teaching
Explaining nicely

922
Proper attention to each and every student
Notes
Daily activities

923
1 Need to push students for participating in college events 
2 To be strict with students regarding attendance 
3 To teach in more practical manner through class room activities 

924 Teacher learning basically  good

925
The teacher’s should be a little less strict but strict enough to have Discipline in the 
department. And the teachers should give individual attention to the students who need it. 
Thank you so much. 

926
More practical experience, teachers guidance in order to guide the students strengths and 
weaknesses 

927

1)Proper use of our internal/external system,examinations are way too lengthy for 60 marks. 
2)Fairness to all students, some teachers are outright rude and still expect us to respect them.
3)Use of practicality over theory, the exams only test our memory and the teachers only want 
answers from the book word to word which is unfair to students.

928 Good
929 No ...all teaching learning activities are good 

930
Encourage them to ask questions.
Encourage them to participate in debates, seminars and various activities.



931
Don't assume that students know what you know. What might be obvious to you might not be 
obvious to them. Teach them concepts in the simplest manner possible and be as specific as 
you can while using words.

932 No suggestions
933 No any suggestions 
934 Excellent
935 Good

936

1. The teachers no doubt very qualified in their field but should also share more practical 
knowledge and their experience with the students to make us aware of what challenges we 
are gonna face ahead.
2. The teachers do try very hard to make us understand concepts but in the online format it 
gets pretty difficult to understand some concepts.
3. The students should also help the teachers if they're facing any problem on the online 
platform and students should also take some responsibility for themselves and not only 
depend on the teachers.

937

1. Teachers should start things more practically instead of theoretically.

2. Institute should train teachers more to make a student exam ready too.

3. As we know that the students are our next generation of citizens, workers, and Unicorns, so 
they should be trained well with this knowledge and also develop their cultural knowledge of 
our country.

938
Communication skills are poor.
Teachers are rough/egoish (male category).
Some of the teachers are not passionate about teaching.

939 No suggestions 
940 No suggestions 
941 Provide consistent question banks
942 New technology monthly updates can be given
943 Great experience 

944
More of practical based knowledge
Less of only writing or completing books

945
Rude teacher behaviour, not supplying enough study related information,very slow and 
horrible process of institution . So fixing this is my suggestion 

946 Learning experience is very good
947 .

948

They should start with having smart boards in the collg so that we have an effective learning 
2) give us atleast a month before notice about the exams ,and give us seperate time for our 
assignments not when we have exams coming up 
3) we should have MCQ in our exam papers anf even objectives like other college's not ONLY 
THEORIES
4 ) TEACHERS SHOULD GIVE EACH STUDIENT THEIR ATTENTION N ENCOURAGE 
THEM N HELP THEM IF THEIR HAVING DIFFICULTIES
5) we should also have ACTIVITIES IN THE ARTS DEPARTMENT like the BMM 
DEPARTMENT AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENT HAVE 

949 I don't know
950  
951 No suggestions

952
Need to be less partial and judgemental towards students
More of practical knowledge
Less interference in personal life and more in career 

953 ...
954 No suggestions 
955 No
956 .

957
The teaching method of college is excellent. Teachers are very helpful when it comes to any 
problem related studies. 

958 Nothing
959 Teaching is very good
960 Good



961
Not teaching but staffs are too rude to students , they are very partial to us , i think everyone 
will agree on this. That staffs are not as helpful they are much careless tehy should beahve 
properly with students thats it

962 .
963 Good teaching and learning 
964 Excellent

965
Make more interactive classes 
Provide internships

966

1)Courses can be more research oriented. Kindly provide elective course based on the 
willingness even though less strength.

2)More emphasis on skill based learning

3)Try to reach as much as student and ask for their doubts.
967 It was best
968 Amazing

969
Explain in detail, don't cover portion fastly and give some meaning full meaning to understand 
students

970 Make easy papers 
971 Mentor mentee group is not that much helpful as expected
972 proper notes should be provided time to time, more class interaction should take place
973 More use of technology, less paper work, practicality 
974 Please improve the availability of properly working systems in lab

975
To explain through videos as example 
for better understanding 

976 Everything is good 
977 Nothing
978 Very well 
979 Everything is Good. No suggestion
980 .
981 Everything is good
982 The institute should bring in internship opportunities.
983 No suggestions 
984 They can use real life references

985
1. Encourage cooperative learning
2. To connect with students 
3. Syllabus should be completed on time 

986

1.Please open auditorium for drama /plays. 
2. Please organize drama workshops in college 

987 Over-all good experience 
988 Ok
989 The teachers should use English language more instead of Marathi 
990 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubt 

991
Nothing

992 ..

993
1.the teachers should be more versed with what's in syllabus to begin with.
2. respond genuinely to the questions students have in regards of the syllabus
3. provide more informative and consistent notes 

994
Teaching could be more interactive

995
Teacher are strongly approachable to students all the doubts are solved on time n a very good 
teaching faculty is provided

996
Utilize a variety of technology options.
Connect to students individually. 
Prepare to work with parents.

997 It has been really good experience
998 Should change the concept of teaching
999 Polite



1000
It's good, but teachers should give us the update of university n clg notices n new 
anouncement. Intership for students of arts also...

1001
Teaching process flows smoothly. Teachers are well prepared for the syllabus they teach and 
even for extra outside the syllabus questions. 

1002

1. Please show us videos / presentation related to our topic.
2. Please provide more examples and give oral notes.
3. Please clear doubts if someone occassionally asks doubt & questions through chat if 
possible. 

1003 Teachers should teach in a fun way so that students will be more interactive.
1004 Teaching was excellent 
1005 Nothing

1006
Teaching is very good

 Teachers are very cooperative too and help us understand better 
1007 No suggestions
1008 Nothing
1009 Use of ict tools in teaching 

1010
Greater practical application exercises needed
More soft skills development focus needed
In student bonding/group activities 

1011 1 observing the activities of students and f ving them task accordingly.
1012 To take industrial visit
1013 Conduct learning activities in the classroom with the help of technology or any materials
1014 All the best 
1015 Teaching was good and had a great experience
1016 If teachers are fun loving then it will be easy in learning 
1017 Use more ICT tools
1018 As of now the teachers are giving their all. everyone is great at the subject they teach!
1019 Great teaching
1020 Healthy Co-operation among students and teachers
1021 .
1022 Nil
1023 Just organizing more seminars in various fields depending upon the students' interests. 
1024 Nice
1025 No suggestion required 
1026 Very well
1027 No there no complain as such 

1028

1) First thing first, teachers and professors need to guide or maybe help their students in the 
first place to make them understand what's all up with the overall academic studies and what 
is further connected/related to it just to make their students more aware about their craft. 2) 
Teachers and professors definitely need to work on their interaction skills, because it's really 
important to connect with your students rather than being a scripted robot who just does 
his/her work by teaching what's in the syllabus without interacting with their students. 3) The 
subject department of my college was really unprofessional in the end, when it came to 
providing the notes to their students, didn't got it till the end. That was really disappointing 
from their side just the way they avoided the students requirement. Hope they'll change or 
work on these few things.

1029 1) 
1030 Nothing is wrong in the institution or in the teaching. Everything is perfect how it is needed
1031 Nothing
1032 not required
1033 None 
1034 Explain in more effective way
1035 Nothing 
1036 To give more practical example 
1037 Nothing
1038 Learning for future , not for only exams
1039 Let's teachers be polite and approaching rather being rude
1040 Give more marks for the assignments



1041

1. There must be more practical ways of teaching than the theoretical way.
2. The college must provide equal opportunities to everyone in terms of internships, industry 
visits, expert talks & also organize monthly events where some of the leading experts from 
diverse backgrounds/industries come and give us the overview about future, how we can get 
ready for that future, etc. And, this talks must be held offline only and it must be promoted in 
every department so that we get a large number of interested folks from entire college.
3. College must start providing different add-on courses about different areas like technology, 
business, etc that help the students become future ready for jobs and opportunities.
4. College must start taking students on various industry visits so that the students can get a 
practical knowledge about how things actually work.
5. The College must start providing paid/un-paid internships to students at startups or 
companies from different sectors based on the interest of the student.
6. College must bring Entrepreneurs, Doctors, Innovators, Thinkers, Content Creators, etc to 
give talks about there own field and make it compulsory for all the students to attend this type 
of talks happening in the institute.
7. The College must promote Entrepreneurship in the campus and also sometimes help the 
students with funding if they are really passionate about a particular idea or something.

1042 Nothing
1043 .

1044
The Teaching could be more Student Centric. The mentor program appears to be only for 
name. The college should help students getting good internships 

1045

There is a large gap in Deligation of new Activities and events . We are not encouraged to 
participate in different clubs .It is rather boring to listen to only information related to the 
subject without any stories and it rather feels like they are beating around the bush sometimes 
the rest of the times they are very thorough

1046 No
1047 Every thing is good 
1048 Please teach with normal english language
1049 I
1050 None

1051
Ask them to take a topic for selflearning 
Conduct debates seminar and talk for students 

1052 Syllabus explanation, active group discussions, assignments 
1053 Not needed
1054 Nothing
1055 The way the teachers teach in our institute are very good.
1056 Fairly okay

1057
All the portion provided in the course by the teacher's in a very good and manageable way so 
it's helpful.

1058

Please teach us in English...only few teachers speaks in English....i understand we are leaving 
in Maharashtra....i understand Marathi....but every time speaking Marathi even the 
teachers....we don't understand some concepts....and we loose interest in the subject... please 
consider

1059

Teachers can communicate more with the students
Teachers can interact more to the students
Teachers can have frequent conversations in between lectures

1060 nothing

1061
Should use ICT tools
Should teach with field activities 

1062

1. More interactive teaching tools ought to be incorporated. The brach of Social sciences, 
though satisfactorily competent, relies heavily on verbose.
2. A massive neglect towards studies from students, the attitude towards academics ought to 
be tweaked.
3. Faculties rarely monitor performance, expecting an approach from students, adversely 
affects the rest of the class. 

1063 -
1064 The teachers should come on time and provide us with reference materials. 



1065
No more suggestions to be given foe teachers they are very helpful in teaching as well as 
personal issue 

1066 N
1067 -

1068
None

1069 .
1070 Nothing

1071
Through PPT 
Using microphone
Regular Projects

1072 Nothing. 
1073 More improvement in E learning facility.

1074
Teachers should focus on practical knowledge they should encourage us to solve mcq rather 
than writing long answers 

1075

1. No suggestion, because
2.Teachers already teach very well.
3.Thank You.

1076 Be punctual

1077
Teachers have always supported us for extracurricular activities 
They have taught me how to balance studies and activities together and score great marks 

1078 Very good!!
1079 -
1080 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

1081

1 Learning experience is too good. 
2 teachers pay attention to each student 
3 they are polite and humble

1082 Excellent
1083 Yess

1084
Career guidance should be provided , motivation to students in learning and participation in 
different Activities.

1085 More extra lecture and practical knowledge 
1086 Extra practically explained thoery
1087 .
1088 No

1089
The learning experience was good because teachers are often understand your problems and 
solve our question and quaries and give us proper guidance if we talk freely with them they 
manage a time for us

1090 Good
1091 Yes
1092 Nothing

1093
My overall learning experience was very good

1094 It

1095
No extra lecture
.
.

1096
Please make sure to get to students by their skills and do not judge them by their attitude 

1097
Kindly suggesting online classes along with online exams to be continued as the COVID 
cases are on the verge of increasing 

1098 Good
1099 Communicate with parents , and digital base of game learning

1100
1- More Projects/ Assignments to do,
2- Various activities related to the syllabus and portion,
3- Practical Application of the topics taught to us.

1101
1. Use ICT tools and digital game-based learning.
2.Encourage the good connection between you and students.
3.Give Case Studies and assignment.



1102 No suggestions to give
1103 Nothing

1104

On-campus internship opportunities are missing. 
Domain specific internship will help to eliminate confusion regarding which field to choose.( 
After graduating)
Overall a very good experience.

1105 Sufficient Internet Connection to the professors 
1106 Already very effective
1107 Nothing

1108

Should focus more on giving reviews for performance.
The exams are rushed because of which, it is giving students mental pressure, because after 
three years we are giving exams offline and even with that there are exams everyday without 
rest which is to much to handle.

1109 ..
1110 No
1111 no,thanks
1112 Everything is Good

1113
1 Encourage the good connections between teachers and students
2 Encourage them to ask questions
3 Ask them to create a questionnaire from their syllabus 

1114 :)

1115
The teachers should not be partial in some cases, Their should be enough time given to study 
before the examinations and institute should approach more of practical way instead of 
theoretical way. 

1116
1 Encourage them to ask questions 
2 Ask them to create a questionnaire from their syllabus 
3 conduct debates, seminars and talks for the student

1117
I like my all teaching staff
The approach of teacher while they are teaching

1118 IcT Technology improvement , extra curriculum activities more
1119 Sir Or mam both are nice
1120 It is the best

1121
The learning and teaching skill of the institution is very well. The teachers teach the students 
very well and in easy way. Some of the teachers also take us to the auditorium to see movie 
which are related to our syllabus. There is not such field visit done with us.

1122
The teachers should not be partial in some cases, their should be enough time given to study 
before the examinations and institute should be approach more of practical way instead of 
theoretical way.

1123 No

1124
Nothing

1125 No
1126 ALL learning Nd teaching are best
1127 Nothing
1128 No suggestions 

1129

Teachers never put efforts on improving student's performances or weaknesses until student 
him(her)self approach them. But when done so, teachers actively cooperate with them.
In offline mode, only few teachers use digital mode of education. While rest go with traditional 
method of teaching.
The mentor-mentee group usually is active for 1 day in a month that last for 5 min with 
questionnaire, query/feedback meeting. Apart from it they aren't effective at all. There's no 
communication between mentor-mentee apart from that. Thus, students don't usually interact 
with mentor.



1130

1)Little courtesy towards students is highly appreciated I can understand discipline is 
extremely important element of college but little leniency is expected. Experienced rude 
behaviour from admission staff only because I was 5 minutes ! Considering students travel 
from longer distances college should understand that. 

2)Projectors in college classrooms should be in working condition and faculty members must 
be allowed to utilise such facilities exempting rigours paper work.

3) Better communication among students and college authorities.
1131 Nothing any suggestion
1132 Nothing as such all good 

1133
More teachers can use ICT tools

1134 More teachers can use ICT tool and make. Best use of it
1135 Overall learning experience was good but some teachers are not good 
1136 Can't say
1137 no 

1138

Some teachers are very best to there knowledge and teaching level they guide me very well. 
But there are some Teachers they should improve there teaching method and they should 
know what students require to learn and what doubts they got. Except some Teachers. Overall 
sathaye college is best. 

1139 None 
1140 Please motivate students in those fields where they are interested in please 🙏

1141

They need to give students atleast one day gap after each exam.
There should be change in the paper pattern as objective should be included in it.
It should be clearly mentioned what all will be included from question bank .
There should be no project submission or project given before 2 weeks of exam .
There should be no sudden changes in the portion after ones declared.

1142

(1) PRACTICLE LEARNING SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED BY SOLVING REAL WORLD 
PROBLEMS.
(2) MORE FOCUS SHOULD BE ON PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES THAN ROTE 
LEARNING.
(3) ANYONE SPORT SHOULD BE MADE COMPULSARY FOR EACH AND EVERY 
INDIVIDUAL.

1143
No 
I

1144
All is good

1145 Very good 
1146 More
1147 Best experience 
1148 It's good already 
1149 Very well no need to improve 
1150 It's was a great experience 

1151
1. Cover your communication gaap 
2. Confidant and comfortable in class
3. What ever you do focus on that 

1152

1. Appointing professors with great knowledge of their respective subject and having high soft 
skills.
2. Understanding the students strengths and weaknesses while teaching in regular lectures.
3. Conducting healthy group discussions among the students after completion of a topic and 
knowing whether the students are understanding whatever is taught to them.

1153 Good
1154 Na
1155 Everything is fine like teaching as well as explaining....
1156  Improve management 
1157 Yes
1158 Good
1159 all teachers teach well



1160

1. Use graphic and visual midea 
2. Use images to make topics simple
3. Make stories for difficult topics
4. Also institute should change the blackboare to white board as teachers and students faces 
irritation due to chock dust

1161
Change of laboratory equipments, more availability of specimens in lab, A separate research 
department 

1162 Very good

1163
The teaching is very good but completion of syllabus and giving the advance preparation 
should be consider first. Teacher have to understand the student and the time .

1164
The teaching faculty here is very interactive and hyperactive with students. The portion is 
completed well before the completion date and followed by few sessions of revision.

1165 Want more skills
1166 Unko frndly hona chahiye students ke sath. Sabako chance dena chahiye. 
1167 No requirement needed 
1168 Excellent

1169
Paper pattern very difficult😣
No objective question

1170 Teachers learning is the best and encourage the all event always helpful.
1171 Nothing
1172 Nothing 

1173
Normal students were not allowed to play on the playground. 
Canteen's caterer serves uncooked food to the students. 
Dust on the benches of classrooms should be cleaned regularly. 

1174 It's was very good memories all teachers are so nice than you 
1175 Nathing 
1176 All his good 
1177 Overall everything is good in our institute
1178 Everything is perfect 
1179 Overall good

1180

1) Sharing ideas and experiences with student's.
2)Finding and solving problems
Identifying problems and proposing solutions of student's.
3) Identifying the student's mistake and providing direction.

1181 I think there’s nothing to give any kind of suggestions.
1182 1) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts 
1183 Quality of teaching is very excellent
1184 Should pay attention if students are understanding and not to just cover portion
1185 Get more interaction with students

1186
1.Improve in Teacher and student bonding 
2. Please Give proper notes to learn student for AIC Subject 

1187
Use smart screen
Co ordinate with students problems
Cover syllabus time to time

1188 Participants on event of students

1189
1) pop quizzes
2) group activities
3) classroom competitions

1190  Portion to be completed 15 days prior to the exams 



1191

1) Teachers should make some more efforts and should reach towards each student and 
check their ability

2) Exam was very difficult according to the amount of syllabus and teaching completed

3) Lecture should be taken according to the time table provided by the institution

4) The passing pattern should change like the

official passing marks of 60 marks is 19 but in this college the passing marks of 60 is 24 and 
not a single MCQ was there in the paper

5) Teachers are partially unfair for some students and they are kind of rude to them
1192 Sampada

1193

1) Having a student committee so we can suggest our college requirements and keep updated 
with the changes or tell if we have problems
2) Organizing College Events and Educational trips
3) Professors should inculcate students interest in the subject 

1194

Teachers were very good. But as we r in last year and that to of bsc.it for us  practicals are 
much important.As many of us don't have laptop or PC at home in last 2.5 yrs it was very 
difficult for us to understand all the practical concept and in the end most of practical before 
exams we haven't practiced as we were not having that much tym to practice. So theirs 
nothing much to improve but also they should see weither do all students have the laptop or 
PC at home According to that they should take Practical.

1195
Teachers must teach the concepts in such a way that students must get it.. It should not be 
taught very fast in order to complete the syllabus.  

1196

I have no suggestions to improve the overall teaching n learning process but I have 
experienced a very very good thing throughout my College Life & I would like to share my 
experience with u all soo plzss do read & accept the fact which I'm going to say!

🌟The Political Science Department of Arts Stream is One of the Best & Totally Outstanding 
Department it was a really Good Experience learning this subject with the Teachers It's my 
request to our College Principal Sir & Authority to declare & honor The Best Teacher of the 
Year Award 2022 🏆🥇🏅to Miss Prof. HOD Beena Khanolkar Madam & Mr. Prof. Ketankumar
 Bhosale Sir They Both are True Spectacular Teachers I always Feel Proud to be the part of 
Sathaye College as a student because of them they both have made the Politics Subject Very
 much Interesting & effective in learning Not Only mee But your NAAC Committee team can 
ask the whole Class of students of politics my view of opinion. We all want Teachers like them 
in all the Streams they Both are Very Experienced & Amazing teachers it is very rare to find 
teachers like them in Sathaye College!

▶

Maintenance of Gents Washroom needs to be done on regular basis washroom & toilets 
are not well maintained some of the toilets of Ground floor & first floor are not at all Clean 
Leakage of water has been seen in the College

➡Some of the College Office Staff & Clerks are rude with students some of the times they 
totally do not help students when in need & misbehave with them that's should be changed.....

1197 I need some new activities

1198
Teach with better example

1199 please teach in a common language
1200 None
1201 Nothing as such



1202 काहीही सुचवायचे नाही िशकव ाची ही प त यो आहे
1203 Kindly give more project and real time problem to solve.
1204 काहीही सूचवायचे नाही जसे िशकवतात तसेच पुढेही िशकवावे.
1205 Yes

1206

1. The teacher's voice is not audible till last bench,so they should work on that.
2. Some teacher's change the topic after asking doubt, they should try to solve them.
3. Teacher's use less e- gadgets,they should use more of them for our better understanding.

1207 Take test or practice session after completed every unit

1208
Take pratice session after all the units are completed.So it will be easy for us to prepare for 
exam.

1209 All good

1210
1. Teacher has excellent knowledge about subject.
2. Help to improve knowledge

1211 Practically teaching style

1212
1- assignments should be frequently provided 
2-test should be taken at a frequent intervals 
3- professor had excellent knowledge about chemistry .

1213
Assignments and tests should be given frequently.
Teaching staff is good.

1214 Extension practicals for better skills  and availability of better instruments .
1215 1. Assignment and test should be given frequently.
1216 To increase practical timing  
1217 ---

1218
Do provide some more practical instruments in laboratory. Provide some more time for 
practicals. 

1219 Everything is on point.

1220
1) teacher should ask students that you have any doubt

1221
Doubt solving session should be held once in a  week.
Concepts should be cleared /explained virtually ( by videos or photos) rather than verbally. 
  

1222 More use of ICT tools would be effective
1223 .
1224 It's a good👍
1225 No suggestions 
1226 .......

1227
Use of ICT tools like whiteboard etc. 
Otherwise everything is good.

1228
Nothing any suggestions

1229 The overvall teaching experience is really very good.
1230 Overall teaching- learning experience is good
1231  
1232 Should improve they online or offline teaching skills, Take extra classes 
1233   The overli qualitty
1234 Nothing other than what they actually provide....

1235

The teachers are always ready to help with any doubts.
They encourage us to work more effectively in the labs. 
They always maintain a friendly environment where it makes easy to approach them for any 
guidance required. 

1236 No suggestions. 



1237

I will be straight to the point by turning college into autonomous nothing much changed the 
portion just doubled up 3× more which affected the mentally pressured on students and also 
resulted in low grade with all the students or in some cases even declared as failure.It is very 
shameful that Sathey college being a government college didn't took objectives of 60 marks 
likely the other colleges instead of keeping such stupid idea to attempt theory of 60 marks.I 
was personally going to submit this feedback form after my results because I don't want any 
sentences such as your ward didn't studied well or didn't attended lectures, from any of the 
teaching staff from Sathey college but instead I attended lectures regularly, submitted all of 
the assignments before time, attended internal exams.But I have some personal problems so 
that I can't study at home,and this is the reason maybe I cannot pass in the theory exam of 60 
marks,I am just informing this because if I get a KT or repeat the year the college must explain 
it at my home because it's truly not my mistake in the poor results of mine.Once again I am not 
blaming on college faculty or any of the staff members,I am just presenting my part of the side 
as a student.

1238 Ggfd gcss
1239 Teaching practically not theoretically
1240 Teaching staff is of best quality. 
1241 Strict rule
1242 Good
1243 Please improve functionality of college and redesigned clean canteen
1244 .
1245 Keep supporting
1246 Teacher should put more focus on their teaching and speaking skills
1247 No suggestions 
1248 No such suggestions 
1249 No suggestions
1250 .
1251 Q
1252 Overall learning experience is already excellent 
1253 .

1254
Partical example based on theory
Class test for revision 
Complete or teach full syllabus two weeks  prior.

1255
Pratical test 
Explain with partical examples

 Remove mansi miss (Business communication) 
1256 Use of technological device like white board etc.
1257 Try to make us involve in out activities teacher are not take that much effort
1258      
1259 Teaching and learning experience is good
1260 Nothing 
1261 Nothing
1262 .
1263 Nothing
1264 No

1265
1) Provide information in multiple ways.
2) Make sure students' assignments can be done virtually
3) Collect student and parent feedback

1266 No suggestions 

1267
Giving more example
Disscus unsolved example 

1268 No

1269
Teacher's had done their job good but not all of them. To improve teaching the teacher should 
be active and connect with the student mentally.

1270
1.Connect to students individually 
2.Consider new learning methods 
3.Utilize a variety of technology options 

1271

The way teachers give the real story life experiences gives me more interest in the subjects . 
Teachers need to take test after completing some portion so that alteast regular students will 
have the practice to do very well in examinations. 

1272 Yes 



1273 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts
1274 D

1275
Teach in a friendful environment

1276 Concentrate
1277 .
1278 Excellent
1279 Good

1280
Consider new learning methods
Utilize a variety of technology options
Make learning visual

1281 Overall teaching was good in the college so no such suggestions. 
1282 According to me overall learning experience is good.
1283 It was good
1284 -

1285
Some teachers are good at online lecture teaching and some teachers are good at offline 
lecture teaching

1286 No
1287 GOOD

1288
Make sure the student has no doubts 
And make sure he's available in class
Make sure that he's not lonely type uk

1289 Nothing 
1290 पूणपणे सहमत
1291 Its overall good 

1292

1. Industrial visits/field visit should be made compulsory.
2. Teaching should be done using flow charts and mind maps and projector screens can be 
used for the same.
3. A hobby subject must be provided like Art, Music, Dance, etc.

1293   
1294 No.
1295 Aa
1296 It is a great experience
1297 Nothing
1298 Good teaching learning process 
1299 Few teachers need effective communication method.
1300 Bgfg
1301 None
1302 , 

1303
1)Make attendance 75% compulsory. 2) Conduct parents meeting   3)Conduct seminars for 
future competitions. 

1304
1. Need of neat & clean practical instruments in proper working condition. 
2. Proper air ventilation in classrooms & specially the (BIG) chemistry laboratory.
3. More use of ITC tools when teaching for better understanding of topics.

1305

*For about in FY.BSC-IT faculty is not that much good as i expected. 
*suggestion- Please improve teaching quality, we don't understand that they teaching because 
of corona pandemic our base is not clear. 
*about exam - we got exam paper pattern for 60 marks full theory without MCQ.we have to 
complete this paper within 2 hours. how is is possible???you all know because of corona 
pandemic our writing habits get change. how can we complete our paper within 2 hours 
without MCQ??.we are so stressed about it. and no gap between paper. time is so less for 
preparation .for theory paper and for 4 marks answer we have to write 2 pages, for 1 page 
approx. time 8 to 9 min. just think that how we can complete our paper??

1306

1) Teachers should make some more efforts and should reach towards each student and 
check their ability.
2) Exam was very difficult according to the amount of syllabus and teaching completed.
3) Lecture should be taken according to the time table provided by the institution.
4) Teachers are partially unfair for some students and they are kind of rude to them.

1307 No suggestions 

1308
Improve group discussion

1309 Great



1310

They should be providing all the notification in the group.
Some teachers are not good in their subjects so they should be providing good knowledge 
about the subject. 

 Overall all the college is outstanding. I really miss the college. 
1311 N.A
1312 Curriculum activities taken in the college helped very much to improve owns abilities

1313

Making practical session effective .
Conducting it properly and fairly. 
Explaining concept to let student get and not for just completing  syllabus.

1314 .


